Call for International Language Certifications

Closing  September 10th, 2023

a.y. 22/23
Call for International Language Certifications

Collegio Universitario di Torino Renato Einaudi provides

€ 10,000

for TOTAL reimbursement of registration fees relating to international foreign language certification exams

Recipients

- Students who have signed the housing agreement for the a.y. 2022/23 and have subscribed a personal training project (PFP).

To participate in this call, students must:

1) taking the international examination during the period 01/09/2022 to 31/08/2023;
2) fill in the online form available at this link: https://forms.gle/YMV9OdLXJAseFUvL9
3) fill in the IBAN area of the Student Portal with personal banking data where the contribution that could be won;
4) upload in the OTHER DOCUMENTS area on the Student Portal no later than September 10, 2023:
   - the certificate of achievement of the exam or other document, also in digital format, from which the achievement of the same can be deduced;
   - the receipt of the payment

Participation requirements

They will have the right to the reimbursement exclusively students who have met all the following requirements:

1) for the a.y. 2022/23, having completed the PFP according to the indications provided by the DM 673 of 08/09/2016;
2) for the a.y. 2022/23, having filled in, once completed the personal training program, any questionnaires or evaluation of non-formal skills acquired during the academic year (administered by Collegio or MUR)
3) have obtained the linguistic certification (and not only the possible attribution of a level of knowledge of the language);
4) NOT having already obtained, from the university to which they belong, a similar reimbursement for the same purposes.

**Allocation of contributions**

The contributions will be assigned, until the available ceiling is exhausted, in order of receipt of the applications sent via the above form. In the event that the students have achieved more than one language certification in the reference period, only the cost of the most expensive certification or, in any case, of a single certification will be reimbursed.

**By November 2023**, once the validity of the documentation has been verified, Collegio will refund the full amount of the registration fee for the international exam.

We point out that **Collegio is NOT responsible** for any errors or problems resulting from the failure (or incorrect) compilation of the IBAN area of the Student Portal or from the failure (or incorrect) updating of their bank details. We therefore invite you to enter your bank details with care and attention by the deadline.

For more information, please open a ticket on the Student Portal.